Probend Alloy Racer Pack
Right Fit Handlebar Clamps
Features:

- The Trademark Probend Shape gives you unparalleled freedom of movement
without the restriction of ordinary handguards
- Larger area for your hands and levers
- Updated handguard design provides more clearance
for cable routing
- Predrilled handshield mounting holes
- All metric hardware
- Improved finish - more rider friendly beveled edges
Cycra's "Right Fit" clamp system incorporates a bar clamp and a link that allow
3 axis adjustability. This is the key to easy installation and a tight, solid fit
regardless of your particular handlebar bend.

Your
Application:

Let us start off by making sure that you have the
correct hardware for your specific application.
Do you have steel handlebars or alloy? Std. 7/8"
handlebars or oversized 1 1/8"? Have you or the
previous bikes owner cut any width off the
handlebars? These questions are important
because they significantly affect the installation of your Probend Handguards
Their are many different brands of handlebars on the market
today (let alone all the different bends) and believe it or not many
of our customers believe our handguards should fit every one of
them right out of the box. Unfortunately their are far to may
variables or specific preferences to make this possible every time.
Bar width is one of the biggest variables - " Every offroad rider
cuts their bar width down right!" WRONG! A slight modification or
extra hole may be needed. If you cut your handlebars down more than
1/4" chances are you are going to have to drill an additional hole in
the alloy handguard to get it to fit up correctly, especially if you
have tapered handlebars. The clamp is designed to fit on a specific
region of the handlebar to clamp down tight. We put the slotted hole
in an area where it should fit most cases and hope our customers can
understand that if they make modifications to their bikes they may
also have to make modifications in order to get their handguards to fit.
Identification of your handlebar clamps - Do you have what you need for your
specific application? Lay your clamps out unassembled on a table in front of you
with the inside of your clamps facing you. Does your clamp bore appear to have
a taper to it or is it straight?
A.
B.
C.
D.
A. Standard 7/8" alloy or steel clamp
B. Pro Taper - TAG Taper - Renthal "FATBAR" Clamp
C. Renthal KTM OE Tapered Clamp
D. Magura Tapered Clamp (largest bore)

Do you have steel handlebars or alloy handlebars?
Are your handlebars painted? - if so chances are that you have steel handlebars
and you will need to use rubber bar ends. The inside dia. of steel handlebars is
larger due to a thinner material thickness. Aluminum
handlebars usually have a natural silver or anodized
finish and requires aluminum bar ends.
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Probend Alloy Racer Pak
Right Fit Handlebar Clamps
- Racer Packs come complete with
Handshields included
- Cycra's handshields give you maximum
freedom with protection from the elements
- New! Improved alloy bar design provides
more room for cable routing and has larger
area to accommodate hands and levers

Installation:
1. Locate (1) Alloy Probend Guard & (1) Linkage arm bolt
2. Insert Linkage Arm Bolt thru slotted end of Alloy Guard and thread end of bolt into linkage
arm. Secure in place but loose enough to allow for adjustments.
3. Insert Bar End into appropriate handlebar end. Secure in place but loose enough to allow
for adjustments.
4. Locate Right Fit Clamp and Clamp fasteners
5. If this is a tapered handlebar application be sure clamp taper and bar taper correspond.
6. Choose appropriate location on handlebar for Right Fit Clamp.
7. If necessary, move any wiring, levers or master cylinder temporarily before Right Fit Clamp
installation.
8. Place two halves of Right Fit Clamp over handlebar in appropriate location.
9. Position Link between notched clamp ends and insert clamp fastener thru upper clamp half,
Link and thread into lower half.
10. Install fastener into back of clamp as well - leave loose allowing for adjustment.
11. Rotate Alloy Bar to desired position and begin tightening sequence - starting with front
clamp fastener (link end), second the rear clamp fastener, third the link bolt, and forth the
bar end bolt.
12. Push up and down on the Alloy Guard to check tightness, if loose - tighten appropriate
fasteners.
13. Repeat steps on other side in recommended order.
14. Align each appropriate plastic shield with it's respective handguard. Use provided thread
cut screws and mount Plastic Shields by inserting screws into each hole and tightening them
(warning do not over tighten screws).
15. Once guards are secure and you have made sure there no obstructions of any controls or
cables YOU ARE READY TO RIDE!!!
Trademark Probend Shape assures that you have a Genuine Cycra Probend.

Disclaimer:
Probend hand guards are designed for off road-road use only. These handguards are effective
at protecting from weather, roost, debris and small branches however they may not prevent
injury. If parts become worn or damaged replace with cycra genuine parts.
Check all fasteners periodically for tightness.
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